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What is topology?

What is it based upon and what can I relate

it to that I already know?
These and many o t er questions were asked by those who attended
the lecture given by J. Eldon Ahitesitt, a guest lecturer from
kontana State College, the second semester of last year.

Curious,

I resolved to find the answers to these questions about topology,
that mysterious branch of r..athematics, which differentiates between
an orange and a doughnut by comparing the closed curves into which
their respective geometric shapes can be broken.

In the course of

my investigation two key concepts continually appeared:
topological space ana the Jordan curve.

the

In this paper I should

like to acquaint the reader with these ideas and try to relate them
to some of the courre material presented at Carroll.
The first question that must fee answered is - B)fh4t is topology!"
The etymology of the word infers t:.at it is the study of place, but
this is not strictly the case, at least not in a geometric sense.
Topology is more strictly defined as the study of configurations
of points which, when topological transformations are applied to
them, reiaain unaffected by the transformation, that is, their
essential properties are unaltered.
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flat what is a topological transformation?
It is a rule for mapping or identifying corresponding points
in two different configurations such that each point of t*e original
figure corresponds to one and only one point in the resulting figure,
and such that mappings from tne original figure to t e resulting
one and back again are continuous.'' Por example: f(x) - 2x maps
every point on the real line into a corresponding point on the

same or another real line, but maps no two points into the saae point.
This is what is lenown as a one to one mapping.

Tha function is also

continuous, since we shall dafina a continuous function to be one
which maps open sets into open sets.

The inverse of the function

or as in our definition, the mapping back onto the original set of
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points, written f , is also continuous by our definition.
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Thus, we

can say that f(x) • 2x is a topological transformation of the real
line onto the same or another real line.
ifoen you say, "the same or another,1 do you mean there is no
difference between tha two mappings?
No, the topological spaoe in which the poiat cats are defined
determines the exact nature of the mapping.

In the example above

the determining factor would be whether the two real lines representing
the domain and the range of the function ara defined in the onedimensional Euclidean space or a greater dimensional Euclidean space.
In general, the mapping may be from one subset, not necessarily proper,
of one topological spaoe onto a subset of some other topological
space or from the original subnet onto another, not necessarily
disjoint, subset in the same space.
Ifhat is a topological space?
There are two approaches eoaaonly used to define a topological
space.

The first is to consiter tha most general aspects of mappings

in metric spaces, and to specify a topological space as that space
resulting from the preserTation of open and closed sete, compactness,
and connectedness under changes in the metric function.

This method

would be rather like the use of induction to arrive st a general
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conclusion.x The second approach is to define the topological space
as any collection of open sets satisfying the following a x i o M J
1. The null set 0 and the space itself are open sets.
2. The union of any number of open sets is open. £
5. The intersection of any two open sets is open.
Since the second approach is in general simpler, and
relates closely to the course material of Modern Algebra, we
shall us 9 it as a definition of a topological space.
From these few axioms and the well known theorem, that the
complement of a set is closed if and only if the set is open, we
may infer the following*
A. The null set 0 and the space itself are closed sets.
5. The intersection of any collection of closed sets is closed
6 . The union of any two closed set* is closed.'
We have all, at some time, had a friend shove a geometer's
nightmare under our noses and say, "bet you cannot trace this with
out retracing any line." If you succeeded, you can pat yourself on
the back, for you have solved one type of topological problem.
The solution you found was the topological transformation of a
network of arcs and/or line segments onto a curve in two dimensional
Euclidean space, whose collection of open set? clearly satisfies
the axioms of definition of a topological space.

k good example of this type of figure is a configuration
consisting of two concentric circles with a line segment through
their common center.

In tracing this network without retracing

any arc we nap the figure onto a curve which interact* itaelf
only a finite number of times, and which in turn is topologically
equivalent to a straight line segment.

The points of intersection

of the arc* are assumed to be and point* of all »rcs ending at the
point of intersection and belong to all such aros.

Figure 1a show*

the network, 1b the arc* of the network, 1c the path or curve we
may map the network onto, Id tha straight line segment topologically
equivalent to the path and the network.

(«)

Figure 1

(i)

This exaaple shows that distance and the normal geometric
congruence are not topological properties, i.e., these two properties
of figure* are not necessarily preserved when tha figure undergoes
a topological transformation.
What properties of figures, if any, can be proven to be
topologicalf
Me shall oonsider two important properties of this kind:
connectedness and compactness.

-
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QOnnected Set*
We auat first examine what i* meant by being *«perated to under
stand what is meant by being connected
Two open non-roid subsets of a topological spaoe are said to
be seperated if and only if the intersection of the closure of
either open set with the open set of the other is void; where the
closure of an open set P, written P, is defined to be the union of
P with all points necessary to sake P a closed set.

The closure of

an open set may be thought of in spatial terms as the 'least* closed
set containing the open set.
We see by the definition that the Intersection of the closures
of both open sets may or may not be void.

In concise notation, two

open sets, P and Q, where P / 0 ^ Q„ are seperated if and only if
PfiQ - 0 - P fl Q.
A connected set is any set which is not the union of two ( any
finite number of) seperated subsets, l.e«, an open set A is connected
iff A ^ P u Q » where P and Q are seperated open sets.
We can now show that connectedness is a topological property.
Iheora» 1

If A is a conneoted open subset of X, where X is a

topological spaoe, and f is a topologioal transformation defined
on the olosure cf A; then f(A) is a compact open subset of I, where
I is the topological space onto which f maps A.

The set f(A) may

or may not be a proper subset of I.
Proofi

The proof is by contradiction.

If f(A) is not oonnected,

tnen it is sepe»*4*4 land there exist at least two seperated subsets
of f(A), whose union is equal to f(A).
most two such subsets, P and Q.

Assume that there are at

Set P 1 - f

(P)/lA, and

> f

(Q) f] A;

-
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then P 1 fl # / Qi and A - Pj U Q l » since both f and f“1are continuous.
But by hypothesis f and f 1are defined oter P and Q; f \ p ) is a
closed 3et in X such that P ^ f ^(P).
%

HencetfPj f)

£

- f~ 1 (P/0Q) - f 1(0) - 0 by the assumption that f(A) is seperatad.
This contradicts the hypothesis that A is connected.

The same

reasoning may be used if f(A) is assumed to consist of any finite
9
number of seperated subsets.
Theorem 1 shows that connectedness is a topological property.
Thus, any set satisfying the condition for connectedness will
remain connected under any topological transformation.

This fact

csn be used to test a set for coms-ectedness, i.e., if A is a
set known to be connected and we wish to test another set B
for connectedness, we are assured that B is conneeted if there
exists a topological transformation from A to B.
As an example of a connected set consider the cirole in the
two-dimensional Euclidaan space.

The circle is connected by the

definition of connectedness, and is connected in a way called
"simply connected!

If we remove one point of the circle it is

connected in a manner known as arc-wiee connected, but if two
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points are removed the circle will be seperated.

If the two ends of a strip of tape are joined such that the
two sticky sides are against each other we have a connected surface,
i

that is, we can move from any point on either side of the strip
of tape to any other point on either side of the strip without
crossing an edge.

If the tape is cut along its length (an

approximation of a topological transformation) the tace will

remain connected.

This example of a two dimensional connected

bounded plane in the three dimensional Euclidean space is called
the MBbius strip.^
Compact Sets
A point set in a topological space is said to be compact if
and only if every open oover of the set hae a finite subcover.
By an open cover we aean a collection of open sets suoh that the
covered set is a subset of the union of the covering oolleetion.
Thus, if A is to be a compact subset of a topological space X
any open cover C ■
a finite subcolleotion

(*■“ 1»2» • • •

• • .) of A aust have

(j“ 1 »2f . . .,n) which also cover* A.

An analogy say claify the idea of a covering.
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Assume you

have a large billiard table you wish to cover, since the rooa
is to be painted; and you have an infinite number of rags of
various sizes.

Obviously the infinite number of rags will cover

the table, but ten of the largest will suffice - Then, the ten
largest rags would be a finite covering of the table.
An application of the finite intersection property may also
be used to determine whether or not a set is compact.

The finite

intersection propery requires that any collection of sets hsving
this property have no intersection of any finite subcollection void.
We may state the two conditions for compactness as followst
Condition 1* If C - £cj^

*LAir open covering of a subset A of a

topological spaoe, then some finite subcollection ^ c ^ is already
a covering.
Condition 2- If B * f b ^ is a collection of the closed sets of a
set k with the finite intersection property then the intersection

of the entire collection is non-void.
We shall prove that those two conditions for the compactness
of a set A are equivalent, and that compactness is a topological
property.
Proofs

Assume that C1 is true and let B be as in 02 such that the

intersection of the entire collection of the subsets of A in B is
▼oid.

Set c^ equal to the intersection of the complement of

and

A, but C1 implies that C is an open covering of A; and this implies
by the complement relation that some finite subcollection of B has
a void intersection, which contradicts the hypothesis of C2.

Thus,

we have proven the contrapositive of the implication of C2, therefore
01 implies 02.
Assume now that 02 holds and let C be an open covering of A.
If we set b^ equal to the intersection of the complement of c^ and
A, then the intersection of the entire collection of subsets of B
ie void. Henoe, some finite subeolleotion of 1 is void, whieh implies
that some finite eubcollection of C is an open covering of that C1
holds.

Thus we see that C2 implies C 1 .

Theorem 2

This completes the proof.
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If A is a compact subset of X, where X is a topological

space, and f is a topological transformation defined on A; then
f(A) is a compact subset of X, where I is i topological space.
Proofs

If C ■( c j ie any open cover of f(A), then D m{ d ^ equal
open cover of A, since f and f

are continuous.

Since A is compact, there is a finite suboover^f \ c ^ ) J o f D.
.owr. ’ 5
We see that any infinite

collection of open or closed line segments not overlapping for more
than one-half their length between the points minus-one and twentynine form respectively an open and closed covering.
segment ^ 0 < x <

Sinoe the line

is bounded, being of length less than twenty-nine,

and since the infinite collections are unbounded, the line segment
is compact; because only a finite number of covering segments can
occur in given length of tvsnty-eight.
The relationship, illustrated in the above example, between
compactness and bounds in metric spaces can be generalized, but
since proofs for compactness in metric spaces deal with properties
of the metric function more than topology as such, I shall only
state the theorem for compactness of subsets of metric spaces.
Theorem 3

A subset of a metric space is compact if and only if it

is bounded.^

(Proof of this theorem is much like the Heine-Borel

Theorem for n-diciensional metric spaces)

-
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The Jordan Curve Theorem
We have seen what a topological apace is; considered two of
its most important properties, and its relation to metric spaces.
We shall now examine its partition by the simple closed curve, by
which such figures as cylinders, spheres, toruses, and networks
can be generated.

We will prove that the Jordan curve, or eimple

closed curve, in the two-dimensional Suclidean space partitions the
plane into two seperated sets.
The first proof is geometric and requires more intuition than
rigorous logic; the second proof is much more rigorous and in the
proving we will touch on some topics of importance in the
topology of polyhedra in the two-dimensional plane.
Iheorea A

If J is any simple closed polygon, i.e., it does not

intersect itself, in the plana; then the points of the plana not
on J are divided into two sets by the polygon, call them A and B,
such that A and B are seperated.
Proof*

Choose a direction not parallel to any side of the polygon.

This precaution is taken so that no line in the chosen direction
can have an infinite number of intersections with the polygon.
(the theorem may be extended to all simple closed curves having
only single points of tangency with lines in a chosen direction)
Break the plane up into an ifinite number of line segments,
beginning at some point in the plan* and extending to infinity
in the chosen direction, but such that no line segment has an
end point on the polygon.

Parts of line segments will coincide but

none may have the same end point.

Let A be the set of all end

points x of the plane such that the line segment beginning at x

-
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intersects J an even number of times; and let B be the set of ell
points y of the plane such that the line segment beginning at y
and extending to infinity intersects J an odd number of times.
In counting the number of intersections of any line segaent count
the intersections where J crosses trie line segaent, but do not count
tne intersections where J does not cross the line segment.
in figure 2

Thus,

Kx has two intersections and H^. has only one.

Figure 2
tfe see that if the end points x and y more along any path not
intersecting J, the number of intersections cannot change from even
to odd or from odd to even.

Thus, A and B can only be connected by

a path crossing the polygon J; and A and B are seperated sets.
The theorem is proven.
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The second proof requires a number of subsiduary theorems;
which I will prove using the definitions of a few new ideas, the
basic set theory, and modulo two union of sets.
We define, as a nonessential aid to proofs and definitions, a

-
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rectangular grating Q in the open plane formed by drawing a finite
number of line eagmenta aoroaa a rectangle of arbitrary dimensions,
such that (J ia a proper subset of the two-dimensional Euclidean
space.
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Next we auat define the Ic-cells of 0. (k-0,1,2)
The 2-cell a of G are:

tue closure of the rectangular domaina

into which the interior of the rectangular frame (the rectangle
in which the lines are drawn) is divided, i.e., the closed connected
seta of the amall rectangles in figure J plus the line segmenta that
bound them; the cloaure of the exterior of the frame, i.e., the
complement of everything inside the rectangle in which the lines are
drawn.

In figure 5^1 U a b U b e U c d U *dj is one of the 2-cells of

of figure 5 .

Figure 5
The 1-cells of 0 or edges are the closed line segments which
bound the closed 2-cells.

The one-cell includes the end points of

ths line segment and any end point is considered to belong to any
line segment which ends at that point.

For example ab, be, cd, and

ad in figure 5 are 1-cells.
The O-cell* of G or vertices are the corner point* of the small
rectangles.
figure 5 .

For examplet

Point* a, b, c, and d are O-cell* in

We see from the examples given above that the O-oell a

is e subcell of the 1-cell* ad and ab, and also a subcell of the
example of a 2-cell.
Hote that the only unbounded 2-oell is the closure of the
complement of the interior of the rectangular grating 3.
We define a k-complex to be the union of any set of k-cells of
S (k«1,0,2).

Thu*, any k-complex is compact but not neoessarily

connected.
The modulo two union of any two k-oomplexes, S 1

Kg, is the

complex formed by the k-cell* (common point# not forming a oell
are not considered) which belong to either but not both of the
complexes. ^If Kj

ab I) bh U hg \Jga$ or the closure of the cross-

^

hatohed area in figure 4; if ^

U ge<* Ifcd 0 abc} or the

closure of the slant lined area in figure 4; then K

«

the closure of the cells bounded by the polygon bcdefghb.
*5----------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 3«
-

e
J

Figure 4

'

.....

A special type of 1-complex, called the 1-cycle, consists of
a 1-complex having a null boundary, i.e., a 1-complex having only
even vertices.
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An even vertex is one which is the end point of

an even number of arcs.

21

For examples

any closed path over the

1-cells of the grating in figure J is a 1-cycle.
tfe need only define tha frontier of a set; and then we can
begin the proofs of the subsidiary theorems.

The frontier of a

set is defined to be t.e intersection of the closure of the set
22
and its complacent, written Dfl
Theorem 5

If i) is a non-void open connected set in the two-

dimensional plane, which is also a component of the open set
B; then the frontier of D is a subset of the frontier of B.
D is a component of B if and only if it is not a subset
of any other connected subset of B.
Proof;

Since D is a component of B it is not a subset of any

other connected subset of B, the open set D contains all its
closure points that are points of B.

Hence, we see that

D - D O B, or D is clossd in 3.
The frontier of D - 5/1D 1 by definition, and substitution
for D yeilds, D O D' - 5/1 (Dfl 3)'- 5 f | ( 5 V B') by DeMorgan's
laws for sets.

But 5 ' U B 1 » 3' sines any boundary points of D

not in 3 are in 3'.

Substituting we get

B^t D/1 B' is a subset of
tne frontier of 3.
Theorem 6

5/1 B',

D/^KD' c/B1) - D/lG1.

which is the definition of

Therefore, the theorem is proven.
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A simple arc or simple closed curve in the plane

is nowhsre dense.

Proofs

A set is dense if and only if the closure of the aet is

equivalent to the spaoe in which the set occurs,

24

for example:

the set of all rational ordered pairs iB dense in the set of all
real ordered pairs.

Clearly the simple aro in the real plane

does not satisfy the condition for density.
Theorem 7

If

and

are non-bounding 1-cycles in the plan*

with two points, x and y, deleted; then e ^

bounds in the

plane with x and y deleted.
If I is a 2-cell in the plane, its boundary bound* K and
the complement of I.

But if x and y are point* of th* plan*

in K and the complement of I respectively, then th* boundary of
E does not bound in the plane with x and y deleted, since the
the** two point* are not bounded by the boundary of K.
Proof*

Let K 1 end

25

be the 2-complexes bounded by •1 and §2

respectively in the plan*. If

and *2 do not bound in th* plane

with x and y deleted, we conclude that x is in both

and

and

that y i* in neither.
Thus, x is not in
x are common to

**nce

k-cells (k* 1,0,2) containing

and JCgJ end since y is in neither, it will not

be in their mod 2 union.
Hence,

is a 2-complex in the plane with x and y deleted

bounded by
Note that

U,

doesn't bound the complement* of

or Ig,

but doe* bound their mod 2 union.
Theorem 8 (Alexander's lemma)

Let Dj and DQ be closed set* in

the plane bounded by a grating 0 , and let x and y be two points
which together bound a 1 -complex k^ having no points in common

with

, and a 1-complax kQ haring no points in common with DQ .

Than, if the 1-cycle lc^ |_^k0 bounds in the plane bounded by the
grating (J with the intersection of

and D0 delated, x and y

ara not separated by the union of
Proofi

and DQ .

By hypothesis k^U 2kQ bounds some 2-complex containing

no point of the intersection of Dj and DQ .

2 -complex, and let

Let K be the bounded

ba a refinement of 3 on whioh k^ and kQ are

complexes such that no cell of 3 suoh that no cell of
or is tangent to both Dj f) K. and D q H I .

intersects

Also let I 1 be tha complex

constructed from the 2 ~cells of the refined grating that belong to
the bounded 2 -complex, JC, and do contain a point of

.

Ihe 1 -complex k 2 defined as the mod 2 union of the boundary
of I.| and the 1 -complex kQ , which has no points in common with D0 ,
has the same boundary vertices as kQ , since the boundary of
is a 1-cycle.

Hence, k 2 is bounded by points x and y.

Neither k 0 nor K 1 have any points in common with D0 , sinca k Q
is so defined and Ki is defined such that all its eells have common
point* with D.j.

Thus, k 2 has no points in common with D0 .

Tha 2 -complex

contains no point of Dj (see Theorem 7)

and therefor* its boundary, kjl^k (J* boundary of
contain any point of

, cannot

, since k^ is defined as having no point*

in comnon with D, .
1

*

Hence, k^ who*e boundary is the *et £x, y^ and whioh ha* no
common points with the union of

and D0 , connects x and y.
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Therefore, x and y are not seperated by D^(J DQ .
Figure 5 raay clarify the proof.

In figure 5 Dj i* the closed

curve, D 0 is the arc ab, Xj is the horizontally shaded area, k^

is the brolcen line xsy, end k Q is the broken line xpqry.

Figure 5
Theorem 9 (Jordan's Theorem)

A simple olosed curve in the open plane

determines two domains, and is ths frontier of both.
Let J be the curve and be bounded.

The curve J must be within

some rectangle of finite dimensions.
Part It
Prooft

The complement of J has at most two components.
Let a and b.be any two points of J which divide it into two

aros, Lj and Lg*

Assume that points x f y, and z are not points at

infinity, and that they are in three ssparated components of the
complement of J.

Then there oan be constructed 1-complexes k<j and

k 2 bounded by x and y such that

has no points in conmon with L ^ ,

and k^ has no points in connon with Lg.
Since x and y are seperated by L^UI* 2 »

follows from Theorem 7

that k^U^kjj is non-bounding in the complement of the complement of
the intersection of L^ and
a and b deleted.

i.e., in the open plane with points

Similarly, the point set^y,*^ is the boundary of two 1-complexes
kj and k^ having no points in common with Lj and Lg respectively,
sind k^Ujk^ is also non-bounding in the plane with a and b deleted.
Therefore, (k^ (J^ k£)0z

bounds in the plane with a and b deleted

by Theorem 7We must now show that the conditions of Alexander's lemma
are satisfied by the two parts of the above mod 2 union.
The 1-complex kjtj^k^ does not have any points in common with
Lj and it is bounded by x and s.. Similarly
any points in common with

and is also bounded by x and z.

Since union is associative and commutative, (k>j
equal to (k^ U^k^) U ^ k ^ fy).

doesn't have

k2 ) U* ( k ^ k^)

ia

Therefore, x and z are not ssperated

by m J L g ’*inc# the conditions of Alexander's lemma are satisfied.
Our assumption that there were three seperated components of the
complement is false, and the first part of the theorem is proven.
Figure o illustrates the proof of part on*.
X

Part II:
Proof:

The complement of J has at least two components.
Let a, b, L-| » and L2 remain a* in part one; and let p be the

1-cycle boundary of a square, so oriented as to hare its sides
parallel to an arbitrarily placed set of Qartesian coordinates
and seperate point a from point b.

The closed sets L 10 p and L2 0 p

hare no points in common by construction, since we can think of p
as a square neighborhood about point a.
Construct a grating G such that no cell of G has points in
common with both L 1 f) p and L2 D p .

Let k0 be the set of 1-cells

of the square p (line segments on the sides of p) that haring
points in common with L ^ .

Let the vertices of the boundary of k Q

be arranged in pairs, (x1 , y ^ , (x2 , y2 ), . .
order;

(xn , yn ), in any

and assume that no pair, (x^, y^)» is seperated by J.

Then,

for each i, x^ and y^ bound a 1-complex in the complement of J; and
the mod 2 anion of all these complexes is a 1-complex k in the
complament of J.

Hence, k U2k0 is a 1-cycle having no points in

common with L^, which therefore bounds in the complement of L2
and in the plane with a and b deleted.

Similarly, since kQ [/p

contains no 1-cells having points in common with L^ by definition
of kQ , k \Ji (kQ

p) if a 1-cycle having no points in common with L ^ ;

and thus bounds in the complement of Li and also in the plane with
a and b deleted.
Hence, (kl^ kQ ) k (il(kQ

p ) - p bounds in the plane with

a and b deleted by Theorem 7, but we know that a 1-cycle cannot
bound when an interior.and exterior point of the 2-complex it
bounds are deleted, in this case a and b are the points deleted.

If* hare a contradiction, and our assumption that no pair (x^, y^)
ware seperated is false.

Thus, the complement of J has by definition

of seperation at least two components.
Figure 7 illustrates the proof of part two.

Figure 7
Part Ills

If D 0 and D-j are the components of the complement of J,

then the frontier of D 1 is equal to the frontier of D 0 which is equal
to the simple closed curve J.
Prooft

Since D 0 and

satisfy the oonditions of Theorem 5, both

their frontiers are subsets of tha frontier of the complement of
J.

But by definition of the frontier, the frontier of the complement

of J is equal to the intersection of the closure of the complement
of J and the complameat of tha complement of J, or frontier of J
equals J I (J 1)•.

But the double complement of J is J; and tha

closure of the complement of J is J.

Hence,

the frontiers of

D © and D.1 are subsets of J.
We saw in part two that J separates D 0 and
subset of both Bj, and D£ (i-0,1).
frontier of

, thus, J is a

Hence J is a subset of the

The theorem is proven.

The proofs of Jordan's theorem in the open plane are intuitionally
extensible to three-dimensional Euclidean space since the constituent
parts or the whole of almost all three-dimensional figures can
generated by a translation, rotation, or reflection of a simple
closed curve.
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